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TICKET # 1:

Make a Will and Keep it Up to 

Date



Smooth Transfer of Property to 

the People You Want

• Gets your property to 

the right people



. . . And Not the Wrong People

• Just Who are the 

“Wrong People?”



Who are the Wrong People?



Include a Personal Property 

Memo With Your Will

• Kids’ll fight over the 

darnedest things

• Don’t burden your 

personal representative 

with emceeing Family 

Feud

• Keep heirlooms in the 

family



Harmonize Probate, Non-

Probate Assets
Probate

• Property in 

deceased’s name

• Personal property

• Tenancy in common

Non-Probate

• Joint tenancy, 

accts

• Beneficiary 

designation
– Insurance proceeds

– IRA, 401(k)

– Beneficiary deeds

– Transfer, Payable on death 

accts



In Colorado the Estate Tax Collector 

Is Just Not That Into You

Applic Exclus. Amnt Top Tax Rate

$11,700,000/person* 40%

- Gifting no longer a useful tax avoidance plan

- Federal Estate tax is “portable,” allowing 

married couple to have cumulative $23.4 

million dollar estate before taxable

- Colorado effectively has no state 

inheritance/transfer tax



But Wait . . . 



DEATH TAX PROPOSALS

• Reduction of AEA to $3.5 million

• Capital Gains Tax on appreciated assets

– Loss of step-up in basis at death

-- Death counted as a taxable transaction

– If capital gains exceeds $1m for 

beneficiary would also trigger additional 

income tax penalty



Estate Planning as Instrument of 

Reconciliation – Not Retribution

• “Testament” part of the will often overlooked

– Funeral, burial arrangements, organ donations, now 

enforceable

• Recreational Property Trusts

• Special Needs Trusts

• Handling blended families fairly



A Will Always Matters

• No will means:
– State law governs who gets your estate

• Legal presumption that spouse will be principal, but not 
exclusive, heir

– Elective share, family allowance, exempt property allowance

– Children, including those of previous marriage, estranged 
family take equally

– May find your stepchildren become your co-tenants

– Personal property memorandum not enforceable

– State decides who gets your children

– Non-probate beneficiary designations trump the will

– Personal Rep often first-come-first-served

– Probate/Administration often more expensive



What About a Trust?

• “Avoid probate”

– Probate a creature of state law

– Fast, quick, informal, inexpensive, user-

friendly probate in Colorado

• Private – Informal probate in Colorado 

means will is not public

• Save money? 

– In California, probate attorneys get 4% of first 

$100k, 3% of second, etc. 



Reasons for Living Trust in 

Colorado

• Out-of-state real estate

– Avoids “ancillary probate”

– Transfer/inheritance taxes for other states will 

apply to real estate in that state

• Spouse or family member suffering or 

approaching incapacity

– Continuity of care

– Protection of assets from predators on death 

of able spouse 



TICKET 2:  The General Durable 

Springing Power of Attorney

• Springing?  Durable?

• Key Element in Disability 

Planning

– Avoiding Conservatorship

– Giving spouses, family 

members, maximum 

flexibility

• Long term care planning

• Designate guardian & 

conservator



Disability Planning and the 

Power of Attorney

• Transfer/lease/mortgage of real estate

• State and Federal tax filing

• Medicaid planning flexibility

– Miller Income Trusts

– Purchase of community spouse annuities

• Contracting for long term care

• Downsizing – selling family home

• Gifting to family



VA Aid and Attendance

(If it’s too good to be true . . .)

• Up to $2K/month!

• Tax Free

• Keep Medicaid

• Shelter assets from 

creditors and State



TICKET 3: The Medical Durable 

Power of Attorney

• Appoints an Agent for all Medical Decisions

– End of Life Planning

– Disability/long term care planning

– The perils of HIPAA

• Can avoid Court-Ordered Guardianship

– Protective proceedings can be expensive, and 

divisive

• You’re the boss of you

– Until you’re not



TICKET 4:

The Living Will (Advanced Medical Directive)

• Colorado: “Medical Care Directive”

– Directive to Health Care Providers

– Defines circumstances under which heroic measures 

declined

• Not A Do Not  Resuscitate Order

• Feeding and Hydration

• Dialysis

• Ventilators/heart-lung machines

• Complements Medical POA

• Medical Order for Scope of Treatment (MOST)



Appointing Fiduciaries

• “A trustee is held to 

something stricter than 

the morals of the 

marketplace. Not honesty 

alone, but the punctilio of 

an honor the most 

sensitive, is then the 

standard of behavior.”

– Benjamin Cardozo,

Meinhard v. Salmon, (Ct. App. 

NY,1928)



Glossary of Fiduciaries

Executors, executrices, personal representatives
– Represent estate for probate, tax purposes, certain 

elections
– Extremely broad latitude in most cases, minimal court 

supervision
– Whole lotta work!  Potential for conflict

• Trustees
– Administer trusts, invest, distribute income and corpus, 

as appropriate, prepare and file necessary legal and tax 
documents, 

• Guardians, conservators, attorneys-in-fact
• And yes, sigh, lawyers



Ticket 4.5 – The Smart Book

• What-if?

– Nobody finds original will

– Nobody knows about disabled spouse

– Bank accounts, investment accounts, CD’s, all 

handled on-line (User IDs and passwords)

– Primary Care Physician isn’t known

– Everything in Safety Deposit Box nobody 

knows about

– Life insurance policies nobody knows about



Bonus Tip:

Ask Questions 

While the Price 

is Right


